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For the Ladies
ZenQuest was the host of some amazing self-defense instructor training
recently. The training was for a program called “Girls On Guard” which
empowers women with effective tools to counter the most common types of
attacks that can happen to them,
including sexual assaults. The
strategies intelligently utilize women’s
strengths and leverage to combat the
size and strength advantage of a
typical attacker.
The two day course was given by
renown self-defense instructor Steve
Kardian on September 26th and 27th.
Steve is a lifetime martial artist, retired
law enforcement detective, and
regularly appears on national news
programs as a criminal justice and self
-defense expert. Steve is also one of the founders of the Women’s SelfDefense Institute, which specializes in
developing the best strategies possible
for women in self-defense. Instructor
Carol Ann Williams, who is also a martial
artist was amazing in assisting Steve
with the training.
The physical strategies covered
included controlling distance, striking
vital areas, and using effective striking
techniques from both a standing and
grounded position. The course also
covered important discussion about
attacks on women and elements like
“date-rape” drugs. Toward the end of the course Sensei Mark was dressed in
a padded suit and each of the other
students practiced repelling attacks
using the strategies learned.
Statistics show that about one-infour women will experience unwanted
sexual contact in their lifetime. The
most vulnerable time in a woman’s life
is during her freshman year in college,
between her first day of classes and
Thanksgiving break. However, these
types of assaults can happen
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Silvio Seminars
Join us as we host DMJJ Black Belt Silvio Moraes in October! Silvio
will provide TWO hands-on seminars during his visit to ZenQuest. First,
on Saturday, October 24, we will have an Open Seminar from 1 PM to
4 PM for ALL levels. This will be half Gi and half "No-Gi." Silvio will
cover some of the strategies that Demian has used in his dominating
performances in MMA recently...that can also be used on the mat or
for self-defense. Newer students typically feel that training like this is
not suited for them, but they actually stand to learn the MOST from
events like this.
On Sunday, October 25, Professor Moraes will run an Advanced
clinic from 10 AM to 12 PM for levels of Blue Belt and above. Preregistration will be $90 for one seminar and $150 for both, if paid by
October 21. Registration after October 21 will be $110 for one seminar
and $175 for both. Space will be limited so reserve your spots now.

Shugyo & Dinner
ZenQuest will host a special "Shugyo" and demonstration in memory of Master Shigeru
Takamiyagi on October 11th. The “spirt training” will happen at 1:30 PM that Sunday, and will
mirror a similar event in Okinawa to commemorate the one year
anniversary of Sensei's passing on the 12th. This is open to all
experience levels and there is no cost for the event.
Sensei Takamiyagi was Sensei Connie’s and Mark’s primary teacher, and
contributed to the development of Uechi-Ryu/ Shohei-Ryu Karate
throughout the world. He was also instrumental in organizing the
Okinawa Karatedo Kyokai... ZenQuest’s parent organization for Karate.
After the training and demonstration, the group will go for some dinner
at Spoon in Lenox. Spoon is owned by student, and fantastic cook,
Jason Dragonetti. Jason has put together some delicious food in a
private party setting for the group. A party menu will be available
there, and the costs will be equal to that of a typical restaurant meal.
Please come lend your energy to some great training and discussion,
then join us for a nice meal afterwards. We will be taking a head count
for Spoon so, please let us know if you will be attending.

Adult Tuition Change
Starting in November of this year ZenQuest will raise its tuition for adult students slightly.
The base monthly tuition will increase from $94 to $100. This is being done to offset increases
in operating costs over the last few years, and bring our tuition more to pace with similar high
quality schools in the area. This is the first tuition increase at ZenQuest in nearly three years.
Discounts will still be available for three, six or twelve month enrollments...as well as for
families, law enforcement personnel, and college students. Also, any enrollments prior to
November 1st will still be under the current rates, so students can “pay forward” as much they
like and take advantage of the “old” rates and bigger discounts.
Please remember, too, that enrolling via our “Easy Pay” option prior to November 1st will
LOCK your tuition into the current rates for as long as you remain enrolled with it. “Easy Pay”
also provides a nice discount, AND maximum convenience. Simply let us know if you’d like to
start Easy Pay and we can help you through the few steps required to enroll.
For more information on tuition options please call 43-637-0656.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Thomas Aube 10/7
Autumn Biernacki 10/10
Max Broad 10/29
Connor Burt 10/23
Benji Dahari 10/10
Heather Davis 10/22
Dan Dufur 10/15
Lucy Gregg 10/16
Bryce Hoff 10/14
Isaac King 10/31
Thomas Lucy 10/28
Brett Maloy 10/4
Olivia Monti 10/20
Gabrielle Mott 10/10
Mark Penland 10/14
Elyssa Scrimo 10/25
Laura Sutter 10/24
Anthony Trapani 10/8
Abraham Vengalil 10/30

RECENT PROMOTIONS
CRANES:
1 Gold -

5kyu 7kyu 8kyu 9kyu -

IMPORTANT DATES
October/November
Sunday, October 11, 1:30 pm: Memorial Shugeyo
Saturday, October 17: NAGA Rhode Island
Sunday, November 1, 1:30 pm: Kyu Test
Sunday, November 8, 1:30 pm: Dan Test
Happy Thanksgiving! Holiday Schedule:
NO CLASSES Wed., 11/25
Thurs., 11/26
& Fri, 11/27

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:
Savannah Byrne, Sagi Nevo, Branden Colvin,
Nicholas DiMattia, Oliver Lamb, Audra Tresp,
Nicoleta Monastyrev, Catherine Hennessey, and Nina
Lamb

ADULTS:
Liz Vaughen, Sarah Baron, Karen Timm, Dave
Hyndman, and Mike Coppinger

Olivia Monti, Johnny Monti,
Lucy Gregg

WELCOME BACK:

Isabella Pereira
Norrin Darby
Ena Parchment
Sebastian Manrique, Thane Adams,
Parker Hoff, Bryce Hoff

(Continued from page 1) For
the Ladies Success

TIGERS:

UECHI:
7kyu Alex Habermann
YOUTH JIU-JITSU:
1 stripe yellow/black Chris Bradley
3 stripe gray/white Matt Moreau
1 stripe white Eris Lustan, Lilla Lustan,
Savannah Byrne

ADULT JIU-JITSU:
2 stripe Blue 4 stripe white 3 stripe white 2 stripe white 1 stripe white -

Matt Gerlitz
Dennis Fougere
Chris Kupernik
Chris Brouse
Taryn Martin, Sam Bruno

3

Blake, Bryce and Parker Hoff, and Matt Driscoll

anywhere, at any
age. Robberies,
domestic abuse, and
other types of
assaults against
women are, also, all
too common.
Senseis Connie
and Mark were
among the seven
individuals to receive certification in the
acclaimed program. This material will now be
included into ZenQuest’s Hybrid Self-defense
classes. Special thanks to Steve and Carol Ann
for providing such excellent instruction. For
more information about the Girls on Guard
program or our Hybrid Self-defense classes call
413-637-0656.
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Uniformity
NEW custom Karate Gis will be available at ZenQuest soon! These
are high-quality middle-weight 100% cotton uniforms. They will feature a
large color print of the ZenQuest dragon logo on the back. On the front,
the left chest will have a full color logo for the Okinawan Karatedo
Association, and the school name in gold. These will be phased in as the
standard for training in the Uechi-Ryu classes at ZenQuest. Priced at $48
each, a limited number of these Gis should be available sometime in
November of this year.
New Demian Maia/ ZenQuest Jiu-jitsu uniforms
are already available. These are high quality “Gold
Weave“ Bad Boy brand uniforms. They feature
embroidery of the DMJJ logo on the jacket front and back,
and on the right lower leg. Professor Demian prefers to
make the Gi available in traditional white only for now.
The ZenQuest version of this Gi also comes with two team
patches. This Gi is being phased in as the standard for Gi
Jiu-jitsu training at ZenQuest, with a date of January of
2017 as a cut off for other Gis. The price for this Gi is
$175.
These Gis can be purchased or ordered at the front
desk at ZenQuest.
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Patches, Uniforms, and Rashguards!
Custom ZENQUEST patches are now available to all students. These are high quality patches made with a cutting
edge technology called “dye-sublimation” which colors the fabric so that the design cannot be worn off. These new
patches can be applied to Karate uniforms, Jiu-jitsu uniforms, shorts or gear! Small patches are $9 and large are $14
each.
High-quality custom uniforms are also now available to both Karate and Jiu-jitsu students. Karate students can now
purchase white, heavy-weight, 10-ounce cotton uniforms with embroidery and patches. On the left front chest area is a
traditional embroidery for the Okinawa Karatedo Kyokai (shown below), on the back is a large ZENQUEST patch (right),
and on the right upper-sleeve is a small ZENQUEST patch (below.) These are $160.
The Jiu-jitsu uniforms are high-quality, comfortable fitting Hyperlight “On-The-Mat” brand Gis. The OTM Hyperlite Gi
is a 400 gram Pearl Weave competition Gi. It is made of the lightest competition legal fabric, and the top is one piece of
fabric which leaves no seams. This is also one of the most durable Gis on the market. They come with three custom
patches and have plenty of room for more! Students can choose between white or blue Gi colors. These are $160.
Also coming soon are custom ZenQuest RASHGUARDS! These are also high-quality athletic shirts that are idea for
training. They can be worn under a traditional Gi or with shorts. These are $65.
Sizing for Gis are as follows:
ADULT SIZES ~
5'2"-5'5" | 110-140
5'5"-5'9" | 140-170
5'9"-6'1" | 170-200
6'0"-6'4" | 200-250
6'0"-6'4" | 225-275
6'4"-6'6" | 275-300

|
|
|
|
|
|

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6

Large patch

KIDS SIZES ~
K1 -5'0- 5'4" 125lbs
0 - 4'9-5'1" 95lbs
00 - 4'6-4'10" 75lbs
000 - 4'3-4'7" 55lbs
0000 - 4'4" <55lbs

Small patch

OKK patch

Shohei-Ryu Karate Ranking System
Jyukyu - White Belt
Kyukyu - Yellow Stripe
Hachikyu - Yellow Belt
Nanakyu - Blue Stripe
Rokkyu - Blue Belt
Gokyu - Green Stripe
Yonkyu - Green Belt
Sankyu - Brown Stripe
Nikyu - Brown Belt
Ikkyu - Black Stripe
Sempai - Brown/Black Belt
Jun Shodan - Black/White Belt
Shodan thru Godan - Black Belt
Renshi Rokudan - Black Belt w/1 gold stripe
Kyoshi Nanadan - Black Belt w/2 gold stripes
Kyoshi Hachidan - Black Belt w/3gold stripes

Hanshi Kyudan - Black Belt w/4 gold stripes
Hanshi Jyudan - Black Belt w/5 gold stripes
Note: Students must demonstrate progress in Form,
Strength and Spirit/ attitude for promotions. It is
considered bad form to inquire about the timing of a
students next test.

CRANES
1 Gold Star - 15 classes of appropriate behavior
2 Gold Stars - 35 classes of appropriate behavior
1 Red Star - 65 classes of appropriate behavior
2 Red Stars - 105 classes of appropriate behavior

ZenQuest Martial Arts Center
55 Pittsfield Road, Bldg # 10
Lenox, MA 01240

(Label)

Jiu-jitsu Ranking System
Adults
White Belt
Blue Belt
Purple Belt
Brown Belt
Black Belt

White/ Yellow Belt
Yellow Belt
White/ Orange Belt
Orange Belt
White/ Green Belt
Yellow/ Green Belt
Orange/ Green Belt
Green Belt

Note:
Each belt can have up to four stripes. Students must
demonstrate progress in Form, Strength and Spirit/
Note: Each belt can have up to four stripes. Upon
attitude for promotions. It is considered bad form to graduation into Adult ranks, youth students are
inquire about the timing of a students next test.
promoted to Blue Belt.

Youth (ages 15 and under)
White Belt

